## Substance: Polyacrylamides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Polyacrylamides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAS #</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC #</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INN/ISO/AN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>(EC) No 1223/2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Application Date:** 11/07/2013 (the date fixed by the Directive as from which Member States shall ensure that cosmetic products which fail to comply with the modifications are not placed on the market)
- **Withdrawal Date:** -(the date fixed by the Directive as from which Member States shall ensure that cosmetic products which fail to comply with the modification are not sold or disposed of to the final consumer)

### Other Directives/Regulations

- **Annex/Ref #** III/66

### Product Type, body parts

- (a) Body leave-on products
- (b) Other products

### Maximum concentration in ready for use preparation

- (a) Maximum residual acrylamide content 0.1mg/kg
- (b) Maximum residual acrylamide content 0.5mg/kg

### Wording of conditions of use and warnings

- SCCS opinions: 0011/98 - Opinion concerning Acrylamide Residues in Cosmetics

### Chemical/IUPAC Name

- ACRYLAMIDE/AMMONIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/ETHALKONIUM CHLORIDE ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/ETHYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE ACRYLATE/ETHALKONIUM CHLORIDE ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDES/DMAPA ACRYLATES/METHOXY PEG METHACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDOPROPYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- AMINOETHYLPROPANEDIOL–ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- CORN STARCH/ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- GELATIN/LYSINE/POLYACRYLAMIDE HYDROXYPROPYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE
- POLYACRYLAMIDE
- POLYACRYLATE-10
- POLYACRYLATE-11
- POLYACRYLATE-13
- POLYACRYLATE-2
- POLYACRYLATE-7
- POLYQUATERNIUM-32
- POLYQUATERNIUM-33
- POLYQUATERNIUM-39
- POLYQUATERNIUM-43
- POLYQUATERNIUM-5
- POLYQUATERNIUM-53
- POLYQUATERNIUM-63
- POLYQUATERNIUM-7
- POLYQUATERNIUM-94
- POLY[OXYMETHYLENE MELAMINE ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE]
- POTASSIUM ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- SODIUM ACRYLATE/SODIUM ACRYLOYL DIMETHYL TAURATE/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- SODIUM ACRYLOYL DIMETHYL TAURATE/ACRYLAMIDE/VP COPOLYMER
- STARCH/ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- STYRENE/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER

### Identified INGREDIENTS or substances e.g.

- ACRYLAMIDE/AMMONIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/ETHALKONIUM CHLORIDE ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/ETHYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE ACRYLATE/ETHALKONIUM CHLORIDE ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDES/DMAPA ACRYLATES/METHOXY PEG METHACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLAMIDOPROPYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- AMINOETHYLPROPANEDIOL–ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- CORN STARCH/ACRYLAMIDE/SODIUM ACRYLATE COPOLYMER
- GELATIN/LYSINE/POLYACRYLAMIDE HYDROXYPROPYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE
- POLYACRYLAMIDE
- POLYACRYLATE-10
- POLYACRYLATE-11
- POLYACRYLATE-13
- POLYACRYLATE-2
- POLYACRYLATE-7
- POLYQUATERNIUM-32
- POLYQUATERNIUM-33
- POLYQUATERNIUM-39
- POLYQUATERNIUM-43
- POLYQUATERNIUM-5
- POLYQUATERNIUM-53
- POLYQUATERNIUM-63
- POLYQUATERNIUM-7
- POLYQUATERNIUM-94
- POLY[OXYMETHYLENE MELAMINE ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE]
- POTASSIUM ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- SODIUM ACRYLATE/SODIUM ACRYLOYL DIMETHYL TAURATE/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- SODIUM ACRYLOYL DIMETHYL TAURATE/ACRYLAMIDE/VP COPOLYMER
- STARCH/ACRYLATES/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER
- STYRENE/ACRYLAMIDE COPOLYMER

### Note

- Current Version: v.1